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ONE ROCKET IULTIPLE SATELLITE LAUNCH T'CHNOOGY

Wu Ke

China has launched three satellites with one rocket.

An astrophysical probe satellite has gone into

orbit precisely and is fvectioning normally.

According to a despatch from the Beijing office of

the New China News Agency dated September 20 1981,

on that date Chia successfully launched an astro-

physical probe satellite. This was the first time

that China had used one carrier rocket to launch

three satellites. The satellite entered orhit

precisely, all systems were working normally, and

it was transmitting back to Earth a continuous

stream of scientific and experimental data.

The technology of launching more than one satellite with one rocket

is quite recent. China is one of a smnall number of countries than has

m3stered this type of launch technique. In launch technology, particularly

when there are special requirements, using one rocket to launch more than

one satellite can be an advantageous method. It can prove to be the best

method if two or more satellites are to be placed in nearly the same
orbit at a fixed distance from each other to carry out a single

experimental task in coordination. If the carrier rocket has excess

carrying capacity, the advantages of this launch technique go without

saying.

The United States was the first country to carry out a multiple
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satellite leunch. In 1960 the United States used one rocket to launch

two satellites and in 1961 they achieved the launch of three satellites

with one carrier rocket. On a number of occasions, the Soviet Union

used one rocket to place in orbit eight satellites. More recently, the

.'uropean Space Agency carrier 'Ariane' placed in geosynchronous orbit-

a European meteorological satellite and an Indian experimental

communications satellite.

Generaily speaking, as the weight and volume of more than one

satellite is greater than that of an individual satellite, a successful

multiple satellite launch frequently is an indication of enhanced carrier

capacity. There are two indications of a completely successful man-made

satell;.te launch: the first is that the satellite wer.c into its pro-

determined orbit, and the second is that it is worktng normally. The

first of these is guaranteed by the carrier ricke;, and the second is

dependent upon the satellite itself. There is a most critical aspect

of placing a satellite in orbit and the satellite beginning to operate

- this is the techniqe of achieving separation of the satellite from

4 the final stage of the carrier.

There are two ways ..o launch more than one 3atellite with a single

carrier rocket. The first of these entails placing several satellites

in the same or nearly the same orbit at the same time. The second

entails placing each satellite in a different orbit at separate times.

This means that when the carrier rocket has reached a certain pre-

determined orbit and speed, the first satellite is released. The first

satellite is allowed to assume the first orbital motion. Then, when

the carrier rocket has flown on to another predetermined orbit and

speed, the second satellite is released to take up the second orbital

motion, and so on in this way until each satellite has been separately

released to assume its own separate orbital motion. As can be teen

from the point of view of technology, using one carrier rocket to place

more tian one satellite in different orbits is much more complicated

and more difficult to master.

To accomplish either of the above-mentioned methods of multiple

satellite !Aunch requires very many technological problems to be

resolved. Na trally it is more complicated from the point of view

of technology to load more than one satellite into the satellite bay

of a single carrier rocket at the same time than to load just one

satellite. Once ir, orbit there is the problem of accomplishing

satellite separation safely; then there is the problem that once one

satellite has entered its separate orbit, the othcr satellites must

leave the carrier rocket separately, the rocket and the satellites
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A simplified Table Sho ing the Right Previous Men-made Zrth Stelh1:e8 laorhed by Chine

S"Quencel Rome- ;. Lnh -Satellite Distanc, from the Earth Orbital pnclinotton1  Operottng

L number date Velght (k.) period to equator ! character

(kg) pIerigee Pogoe (minutes) (degrees) -titles

I PArr-ad, Earth 4.24. 70 173 439 2.384 114 68.5 Broadcast 'The
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-- Srlentiftc 3.3.71 ... 221 2t1 1.828 t~ -06 -69.9 .. . 11itt ,.
Ific221 66 .626106 9.9 Transmittad data
n Sco 337

aexperi.ontal j to Earth on

Ptellit., !20.009 and

3 Amn-ade "Pth 7.26.75. .. 86 46 . 91 i ella.s

.qu pent

aellid .. opto ed

4 Man-da Earth 11.26.75 13 083 91 63 Motion norwal.notelt'. (Retulrned to
81tel~~o Er t h occnr-dtng

to plan)

5 Men-m"ad* Earth 12.16.75 I6p~ried

Dateitte m normally

M.,n-;..e Earth 8.30.76 Operated
got* 2 1ti n formalliy

7 ien-made Earth! 12.7.76 I Norl.

satellite I (Precision
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must not be allowed to interfere with each other, and the carrier rocket

must be precisely maaeuv'red to the next orbit. There is also the

question to be solved of how to ensure that the radio equipment of

all the satellites do not cause interference to each other, and that

they operate in a coordinated way.

We know that the Earth is the only celestial body in the universe

supporting human life. Human life is constantly affected by e.ents

taking place in space, in particular the many physical phenomena that

reach the Earth from the Sun, For example, when there is a solar

flare, all kinds of radiation disrupt the atmosphere and can cause

weather changes on the surface of the Earth; the ionosphere can be

disrupted affecting short-wave long-range ground communications; the

magnetic field of the Earth can be disrupted affecting the navigation

systems of aircraft and ships, and so on. At the same time, Eartr-

Sun space has been the most important area for human activity as far

as space activity and military science are concerned. For this reason,

research into these astrophysical phenomena has very serious

significance.

The End
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